TokenStars June Report: Players, Players, Players!
This month TokenStars created new opportunities for every sports fan to
communicate with great athletes and get a maximum profit of this collaboration.
Most of our attention was focused on our clients this June, and we want to provide
you with a detailed description of our results in this monthly report:
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TokenStars organized personal training with top WTA player
Veronika Kudermetova created a special contest in Bounty Fan Club
Two new players signed contracts with TokenStars
Signed poker professional won $84.000 on Sunday Million
Scouting module attracted five new players
ACE & TEAM were listed on the decentralized exchange - CryptoBridge

Exclusive Training With Tennis PRO
In May we launched Fan Communications module to make the communication
between players, fans and token holders more diverse and easy. One of the brand
new activities become training with TokenStars signed players, and we were more
than happy to provide our users with an opportunity to play tennis with Veronika
Kudermetova. This training was bought by one of the ACE token holders and held
on June, 5 in Moscow. It was a truly unique experience and we're glad that all parties
enjoyed this meeting. We wanted to capture this great moment and prepared a brief
video summary of this training.

Bounty Contest From Veronika Kudermetova
On June, 19, Veronika asked her fans to create a poster about her participation in
Wimbledon 2019. The reward for the best picture was 2500 ACE tokens. Veronika

picked her favorite and posted the winning poster on her Instagram right before
her first match on Wimbledon.

During this contest, we received many lovely posters from participants, and we
decided to reward one more contestant. We asked our community to decide which
poster is worthy of victory. According to the results of the voting, @SultanWR
became the owner of the audience award and already received 500 ACE tokens.
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Biggest Poker Win Yet
June, 25 our signed player Marco D'Amico took 2nd place in one of the most
popular online poker tournaments - Sunday Million and won $84.000. It was a
tough game, but thanks to his experience, he was able to beat the players and become
the chip leader. This win is a huge achievement for Marco and the biggest profit
among our signed poker players.
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Awesome Scouting Results
This June scouting was on fire - this module keeps attracting great players on our
platform. 5 promising tennis and poker players: Dirk Recknagel, Valeria
Yuschenko, Noa Krznaric, Tobias Kaiser, and Lucas Fruhbauer joined our
scouting system last month. Also, 2 players - Tobias Wegmuller and Dirk
Recknagel - signed contracts with TokenStars and became our clients.

Tobias Wegmuller is a professional poker player from Switzerland. Tobias has
been playing for about 10 years, in his career he played over 35000 tournaments
mainly on PokerStars. In that time, he won over 175.000$.
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Dirk Recknagel - poker player from Germany, who started to play poker when he
was 16 y.o. In his career, he is playing around 70.000 tournaments on Pokerstars,
Fulltilt, and PartyPoker online and made around 300.000$ profit.

First Decentralized Listing
TokenStars use blockchain to move sports industry to a new level as well as DEX use
this technology to become the next step in exchanges development. We wanted to
provide token holders with a new way to trade ACE and TEAM and decided to
cooperate with CryptoBridge. In case of a decentralized exchange, it's highly
important to choose a truly reliable and secure platform, and we're glad to provide
you with an opportunity to trade ACE & TEAM on such safe platform as
CryptoBridge.
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For more information: follow the project’s social media channels on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Telegram, Medium or take a look at our videos on
YouTube.
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